
CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

5.1 Implementation

1 function hehe()
2      {
3        $.get("tesu2.php", function(data){
4          var apaitu="";
5          apaitu=data;
6          $("#HMM").html(apaitu);
7          $('.HMM').owlCarousel({
8              items:4,
9              loop:false,
10              left:true,
11              margin:10,
12              URLhashListener:true,
13              autoplayHoverPause:true,
14              startPosition: 'URLHash'
15            });
16  });
17    }

Step 3 get data from tesu.php after that the data stored in apaitu variabel. Step 6 and 7 is

to run the owlCarousel javascript with HMM as id and apaitu as data. As for step 8- 14 is to

determine the location of the recommendation results will be displayed.

1 include 'connect.php';
2 function checking($a,$b,$d) {
3 $s=0;
4 $s1=0;



5 $s=($a-$b)/(($d-1));
6 $s=$a-$b/($s*2);
7 return $s;
8 }

Step 1 is to connect to a database where the code is stored in connect.php. Step 2 is to
perform naive bayes Calculation where the data is INT. Where $a=value from dataset, $b =
average each genre, $d = count for each genre.

1 $a=0;
2 $cg=array();
3 $gs=array();
4 $gp=array();
5 $gm=array();
6 $gf=array();
7 $gs1=array();
8 $id=array();
9 $s2=mysqli_query($con,"Select * from genre");
10 while($row1=mysqli_fetch_array($s2))
11 {
12  $a1=0;
13  $a2=0;
14  $a3=0;
15  $a4=0;
16  $a5=0;
17  $a6=0;
18  $s1=mysqli_query($con,"Select * from testdata");
19  while($row=mysqli_fetch_array($s1))
20  {
21
22    if(strpos($row['Genres'],$row1['Genre'])=== false)
23    {



24
25    }
26    else {
27
28      $a1+=1;
29      $a2+=$row['Score'];
30      $a3+=$row['Popularity'];
31      $a4+=$row['Members'];
32      $a5+=$row['Favorites'];
33      $a6+=$row['Score Voted By'];
34    }
35  }

Step 9 and 18 is to get data from the database. Step 22 is to check whether the manga
has a genre that is searched on the first loop. Step 28 is count while step 29-34 is contain of
every data on the dataset that has genre on first loop.

1 $s2=mysqli_query($con,"Select * from genre");
2 while($row1=mysqli_fetch_array($s2))
3 {
4   $as="";
5   $az=0;
6   $ds=0;
7   $dp=0;
8   $dm=0;
9   $df=0;
10  $ds1=0;
11  $ds2=0;
12  $dp2=0;
13  $dm2=0;
14  $df2=0;



15  $ds3=0;
16  $s1=mysqli_query($con,"Select * from testdata");
17  while($row=mysqli_fetch_array($s1))
18  {
19    if(strpos($row['Genres'],$row1['Genre'])=== false)
20    {
21
22    }
23    else {
24
25      $as=$row['English Title'];
26      if($row['Score']>$gs2[$aa])
27      {
28        $a1+=(($row['Score']-$gs2[$aa])/10);
29        $ds=$gs2[$aa];
30      }
31      else {
32        $ds=0;
33      }
34      if($row['Popularity']<$gp1[$aa])
35      {
36        $a1+=(($gp1[$aa]-$row['Popularity'])*3/10);
37        $dp=$gp1[$aa];
38      }
39      else {
40        $dp=0;
41      }
42      if($row['Members']>$gm1[$aa])
43      {
44        $a1+=(($row['Members']-$gm1[$aa])*3/10);
45        $dm=$gm1[$aa];
46      }
47      else {



48        $dm=0;
49      }
50      if($row['Favorites']>$gf1[$aa])
51      {
52        $a1+=(($row['Favorites']-$gf1[$aa])*2/10);
53        $df=$gf1[$aa];
54      }
55      else {
56        $df=0;
57      }
58      if($row['Score Voted By']>$gs11[$aa])
59      {
60        $a1+=(($row['Score Voted By']-$gs11[$aa])/10);
61        $ds1=$gs11[$aa];
62      }
63      else {
64        $ds1=0;
65      }
66      array_push($hasil22,$a1);
67      array_push($gen22,$row1['Genre']);
68      array_push($jud22,$as);
69      array_push($id,$row['Manga_ID']);
70    }
71    $a1=0;
72  }
73  $aa+=1;
74 }

Step 2 and 16 is to loop based on data on a dataset of manga that has the same genre
with a dataset of genre. Step 26-65 is to check whether the data on the dataset is higher or lower
than average of them. if it is higher than the value of the dataset is multiplied by the weight that
has been determined before.



5.2 Output Program

Figure 5.1 Output program

Figure 5.1 is the output of the program of this research. The home menu is to return to the

main page where the recommendation results are provided. The About Me menu is all about little

information about website builders. The search menu at the top right is where the user types the

manga title and if the typed title is in the dataset, the manga will be displayed. If the name or

image that is the result of a recommendation or the result of the manga that the user is looking

for is clicked it will be directed directly to the Myaniemelist.com website where information on

the manga can be seen there.



5.3 Results

Figure 5.2 Naive bayes result

Figure 5.2 is the result of Naive Bayes finding recommendations that have a comedy genre. Of

the 180 manga that have the comedy genre, 118 manga are set as recommendations for reading.

While the rest are not included in the recommendations according to the Naive Bayes algorithm.



Figure 5.3 Decision tree result

Figure 5.3 is the result of the decision tree to find recommendations that have an action

genre. Of the 162 manga that have the action genre, 78 manga are set as recommendations for

reading. While the rest are not included in the recommendations according to the decision tree

algorithm.



5.4 Evaluation

After testing using existing datasets, the results from the decision tree show 78 action

genres that are included in the recommendations. while for naive bayes 100 manga is included in

the recommendation. For the Fantasy genre, the decision tree got 46 recommendations and Naive

Bayes got 72 recommendations. For the comedy genre, Decision Tree received 78

recommendations and Naive Bayes received 118 recommendations.

To calculate accuracy, true positive and true negative values   need to be calculated first.

True positive and true negative values   obtained from the recommendations of each genre. For

example, if the value of the action genre manga is > 50% of the total value of the action genre

manga, it will be included in the recommendation. If it is above 50% then it is positive and if it is

below it is negative. for values   between 55% to 50%, if there is a manga that has a value there

but does not go into positive then it will go to which PN should be included in the

recommendation but not included. Likewise, those who have a value of 45%-50% and are not

included in True negative will enter the NP which should not be included in the

recommendation.

For decision trees, it is better to try to change the weights that will be used to determine

good results. because using different weights will get different levels of accuracy. In this study,

experiments were carried out using 3 different weights, namely 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2 as the first

trial weight, 0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1 as the 2nd trial weight, 0.3, 0.1, 0.1, 0.3, 0.2 as the 3rd weight

and the result is as follows.



Figure 5.4 Decision tree recommendation result from 1st trial weight



Figure 5.5 Decision tree recommendation result from 1st trial weight

Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 is the result from using 1st trial weight. From the experimental

results, the results for the recommendations for manga action are 123 and 146 for comedy genre

manga. for the value of the accuracy of the two results obtained, namely 94% for action and 89%

for comedy.



Figure 5.6 Decision tree recommendation result from 2nd trial weight



Figure 5.7 Decision tree recommendation result from 2nd trial weight

Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 is the result from using 2nd trial weight. From the experimental

results, the results for the recommendations for manga action are 122 and 146 for comedy genre

manga. for the value of the accuracy of the two results obtained, namely 93% for action and 90%

for comedy.



Figure 5.8 Decision tree recommendation result from 3rd trial weight



Figure 5.9 Decision tree recommendation result from 3rd trial weight

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 is the result from using 3rd trial weight. From the experimental

results, the results for the recommendations for manga action are 122 and 146 for comedy genre

manga. for the value of the accuracy of the two results obtained, namely 95% for action and 89%

for comedy.



From the experiments that have been carried out using 3 different weights, the 2nd weight

has the highest average accuracy because the accuracy results from the 2nd weight only differ

very little so that it shows a more stable result compared to the other 2 weights.

The number of tests performed on both algorithms is 10x with an average accuracy of

86% for trees and an average precision of 78% for decision trees, while Naive Bayes has an

average accuracy of 88% and an average precision of 80%.

5.5 Conclusion

J48 can be used to make a recommendation system, but the recommendations generated

from j48 are very few because of the 1000 manga in the dataset, 334 of them are in the action

genre but only 122 manga are eligible to be recommended. The reason is, when we enter the

decision tree where we see whether the score value is greater than the average score, there is a

possibility that the popularity is smaller than the average popularity which causes the manga to

have a low score. Meanwhile, Naive Bayes provides 178 manga in the action genre. When

viewed from which algorithm gives the best results, in terms of the number of recommendations,

Naive Bayes is better because it can provide more varied recommendations. while the decision

tree provides a very good review recommendation from every user even though in terms of

numbers it is relatively small so it is less varied.


